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The treatment outcomes for malignant peritoneal mesothelioma are poor and associated with high comorbidities due to suboptimal drug delivery. Thus, there is an unmet need for new approaches that
concentrate drug at the tumor for a prolonged period of time yielding enhanced antitumor efﬁcacy and
improved metrics of treatment success. A paclitaxel-loaded pH-responsive expansile nanoparticle (PTXeNP) system is described that addresses two unique challenges to improve the outcomes for peritoneal
mesothelioma. First, following intraperitoneal administration, eNPs rapidly and speciﬁcally localize to
tumors. The rate of eNP uptake by tumors is an order of magnitude faster than the rate of uptake in nonmalignant cells; and, subsequent accumulation in autophagosomes and disruption of autophagosomal
trafﬁcking leads to prolonged intracellular retention of eNPs. The net effect of these combined mechanisms manifests as rapid localization to intraperitoneal tumors within 4 h of injection and persistent
intratumoral retention for >14 days. Second, the high tumor-speciﬁcity of PTX-eNPs leads to delivery of
greater than 100 times higher concentrations of drug in tumors compared to PTX alone and this is
maintained for at least seven days following administration. As a result, overall survival of animals with
established mesothelioma more than doubled when animals were treated with multiple doses of PTXeNPs compared to equivalent dosing with PTX or non-responsive PTX-loaded nanoparticles.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Unlike other solid cancers where mortality commonly results
from metastatic disease, patients with diffuse peritoneal malignancies often succumb to local disease progression and locoregional recurrence. The rapid local progression of mesothelioma
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results in a median survival of only 4e12 months following diagnosis, even with best supportive care [1e3], while systemic intravenous platinum-based chemotherapy alone offers minimal
improvement [4]. Therefore, peritoneal mesothelioma, as well as
other peritoneal malignancies such as ovarian, gastric, and
appendiceal carcinoma, are sometimes treated with multimodality
regimens consisting of cytoreductive surgery followed by intracavitary chemotherapy with the goal of ablating residual microscopic tumor [5e9]. Aggressive surgical debulking and
intraoperative heated chemotherapy have been advocated for the
treatment of both intraperitoneal and intrapleural malignant mesothelioma since large bulky tumors and massive pleural effusions
and/or ascites severely compromise quality of life in these patients.
Interestingly, due to the unique pharmacokinetics of the
peritoneal-plasma
barrier,
clinical
trials
investigating
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intraperitoneal, rather than intravenous (IV), chemotherapy
demonstrate improved survival and increased intratumoral drug
levels with comparatively fewer systemic side effects [10e12].
However, despite initial palliation of symptoms, the majority of
patients still succumb to unrelenting locoregional tumor growth,
with signiﬁcant ﬁnancial and emotional cost [13]. Given the high
incidence of local disease failures and the rapid clearance of systemically administered paclitaxel, the treatment regimen of these
patients now includes ﬁve consecutive days of intraperitoneal
paclitaxel, in an attempt to keep drug levels high following surgical
debulking and intra-operative chemotherapy. Cure has been reported in some patients, although the overall 5-year survival remains poor [14e18].
Given the challenge of local tumor recurrence, novel locoregional therapies are being investigated. These include mesothelintargeted immunotherapy, which has prolonged survival in animal
models of pleural mesothelioma [13], and various micro- and
nanoparticle (NP) drug delivery systems designed to address many
of the limitations that currently prevent optimal delivery of more
traditional chemotherapeutic agents to tumors. Particle-based
systems are being engineered to: increase the solubility of hydrophobic drugs; provide more consistent drug levels over prolonged
periods; protect sensitive drugs from degradation or enzymatic
alteration; and, in some cases, provide local or “targeted” delivery
to a desired tissue [19e27]. Drug delivery systems using particles,
nanorods, micelles, or hydrogels, have been developed speciﬁcally
for the treatment of peritoneal carcinomatoses [28e33], with poly(lactic acid) (PLA) and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) being
the most widely studied formulations due to availability, biocompatibility, and use in other FDA approved devices [34e36]. Unfortunately, the rapid “burst” release of >50% of encapsulated drug
within the ﬁrst 10e48 h prevents the clinical application of these
formulations in the setting of large debulking operations as postoperative healing is critical and sustained drug release is required
to kill tumor cells with extended doubling times [37,38]. To address
these shortcomings, functional systems in which drug release is
triggered by speciﬁc physical stimuli (e.g., pH, temperature,
oxidative/reductive environments, or osmolality) are being pursued to improve the anti-tumor efﬁcacy of NP-based therapies
[39e41].
In this manuscript, we describe an efﬁcacious, pH-responsive,
expansile nanoparticle (eNP) drug-delivery system and investigate three unique aspects of this system including: the surprisingly
discordant relationship between in vitro and in vivo efﬁcacy, the
mechanism of tumor-speciﬁc localization in vivo, and enhanced
anti-tumor efﬁcacy in vivo. First, we developed a “short durationof-exposure” in vitro cytotoxicity assay model that more accurately
mimics the rapid clearance of PTX in vivo and evaluated PTX-eNPs
and PTX in both this and conventional models. Second, we investigated the kinetics and mechanisms of intratumoral eNP accumulation by characterizing the disparity in the rate of eNP
internalization in native versus malignant peritoneal cells as well as
the accumulation in autophagosomes and disruption of autophagosomal degradation/ﬂux. Third, given that prolonged low drug
concentrations may actually prove detrimental by facilitating the
selection and growth of cancer stem cells [42,43]dwe explored the
ramiﬁcations of sustained high PTX concentrations over multiple
cell cycles using a multiple-dose in vivo model of human mesothelioma. We hypothesized that PTX-eNPs would prove superior to
an equivalent PTX dose due to enhanced, prolonged intratumoral
delivery of PTX and, thus, signiﬁcantly improve the survival of
animals even with established human mesothelioma tumors.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Nanoparticle synthesis and characterization
Expansile nanoparticles (eNPs), non-expansile nanoparticles
(neNPs) and poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (MW ~50-80 k) nanoparticles (PLGA-NPs) with or without paclitaxel (PTX-eNP and PTXPLGA-NPs) were prepared using a previously reported miniemulsion technique with base-catalyzed polymerization of eNPs
and neNPs [30,44e46]. Brieﬂy, nanoparticle monomer and crosslinker (or polymer in the case of PLGA) with or without paclitaxel
were dissolved in 500 mL of dichloromethane. This was combined
with 2 mL of 10 mM pH 7.4 phosphate buffer containing 8 mg/mL
sodium dodecyl sulfate and sonicated under argon for 30 min using
a Sonotek probe sonicator with 20% amplitude and a 1 s on 2 s off
pulse with water bath cooling. Polymerization of eNPs and neNPs
was carried out by addition of 2 mL tetramethylethylenediamine
and 20 mL of 200 mM ammonium persulfate. Particles were stirred
under argon for 1 h and then under air overnight. Particles were
dialyzed in 5 mM pH 7.4 phosphate buffer for 24 h in 10,000 MWCO
snakeskin dialysis tubing and the buffer (1 L volume) was
exchanged once after 4 h. Particles' PTX encapsulation efﬁciency
was determined by quantifying PTX concentration by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) as previously reported [47].
PTX alone was formulated in a 50/50 mixture of Cremophor EL/
ethanol (i.e., a recapitulation of Taxol®, the clinical formulation of
PTX).
Fluorescently labeled eNPs were prepared by incorporating
0.02% (w/w) PolyFluor™ 407 (9-anthracenylmethyl methacrylate;
PF-eNPs) or PolyFluor™ 570 (methacryloxyethyl tricarbonyl
rhodamine B; Rho-eNPs) into the polymer backbone during polymerization. Fluorophores were aliquoted from a 10 mg/mL stock in
dimethylsulfoxide. Rhodamine-conjugated ﬂuorescent PLGA was
purchased from PolySciTech and mixed with PLGA in a 1:5 ratio to
yield the ﬁnal ﬂuorescently labeled Rho-PLGA-NPs with equivalent
ﬂuorescent intensity of Rho-eNPs and Rho-neNPs.
Nanoparticles were characterized by dynamic light scattering by
diluting 10 mL of particles in 3 mL of de-ionized water and
measuring the hydrodynamic radius (by number) using a Brookhaven 90Plus particle sizer. Scanning electron microscopy was
performed by drying a 10 mL droplet of the same particle dilution on
a silicon wafer, sputter coating with Au/Pd, and imaging on a Zeiss
Supra 40 scanning electron microscope.
2.2. Cell lines
Human malignant pleural mesothelioma cells (MSTO-211H),
ﬁreﬂy luciferase gene transfected MSTO-211H cells (MSTO-211HLuc; a generous gift from J. Rheinwald at Harvard Medical School,
Boston, MA), and healthy mesothelial cells (LP-3) were maintained
at 37  C in 5% CO2 in complete culture media using RPMI 1640 or
DMEM media, respectively, containing 10% (v/v) fetal bovine
serum, streptomycin (100 mg/mL), and penicillin (100 units/mL).
2.3. In vitro cell viability
MSTO-211H tumor cells were seeded in 96-well plates at
2000 cells/well in media. After 24 h, media was replaced with
media containing PTX-eNPs, unloaded-eNPs, or PTX. Treatment
with equivalent PTX doses were determined based on encapsulation efﬁciency. Cells were incubated with treatments for 4 h and
washed thrice with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) before addition
of media without treatments. After further culturing for 3 days, cell
viability was determined using the CellTiter 96® Aqueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay (MTS) (Promega, Madison, WI).
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Continuous treatment assays were performed under identical
conditions except that treatments remained on the cells for three
consecutive days (72 h) followed immediately by MTS assay. All
viability assays were performed in triplicate and percent viability
was calculated as absorbance relative to control wells receiving no
treatments.
2.4. Quantiﬁcation of eNP uptake in vitro by ﬂow cytometry
Flow cytometry was used to quantify the cellular uptake of RhoeNPs in MSTO-211H human mesothelioma tumor cells and healthy
LP-3 mesothelial cells. Cells were seeded in 6-well plates at
200,000 cells/well in media and allowed to adhere and grow for
24 h. Media was replaced with 2 mL of media containing 50 mg/mL
Rho-NPs (polymer concentration) and cells were incubated for 0, 2
or 8 h. At each time point, media was removed, cells washed thrice
with PBS, and ﬁxed in 4% formaldehyde prior to analysis using a BD
LSRFortessa ﬂow cytometer (BD Biosciences). Data were analyzed
using FlowJo Software (Version 10). Studies involving inhibitors
were conducted under identical conditions with cells pre-treated
for 1 h with inhibitors at the maximum concentration that yielded at least 80% cell viability [48].
2.5. Characterization and quantiﬁcation of LC3-II and p62
LC3-II and p62 protein accumulation as a result of eNP treatment was determined via confocal microscopy and Western Blot.
MSTO-211H cells were cultured with Rho-eNPs for confocal studies
or unlabeled-eNPs, neNPs or PLGA-NPs for Western Blot as
described above at concentrations of 50 mg/mL or 100 mg/mL. After
24 h of co-culture, cells were ﬁxed, stained with nuclear stain
(Hoescht), cell wall (Concanavalin A 633) and LC3A/B primary and
AlexaFluor 488 secondary antibodies, and imaged using a Zeiss
Axiovert inverted microscope. The concentration and duration of
staining was performed using the company recommended values
for each stain. For baﬁlomycin treatments, 200 nM baﬁlomycin was
applied for 2 h before cell lysis. For Western blots, protein samples
were extracted by lysing the cells with RIPA buffer (Santa Cruz),
together with 2% Triton-X-100 and protease inhibitors (Santa Cruz).
Bicinchoninic acid assay (Pierce Chemical, Rockford, IL) was used to
determine total protein concentrations. Equal amounts of total
protein were loaded into 4e12% polyacrylamide gels (Invitrogen)
and transferred onto a polyvinylidene diﬂuoride membrane (Invitrogen). The membranes were blocked with 5% nonfat dry milk for
1 h and then incubated with LC3-II, p62 and GAPDH (Cell Signaling,
Billerica, MA) primary antibodies according to the manufacturer's
instructions overnight. Membranes were then incubated with antirabbit IgG secondary antibody (Cell Signaling, Billerica, MA) solution for 1 h, and exposed to a chemiluminescent SuperSignal West
Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate (Thermo Scientiﬁc) to detect
the protein signals. Densitometric analysis of the Western blot
signals was analyzed using ImageJ, and values obtained from
GAPDH were used for adjustment of any differences in loading.
2.6. In vivo tumor model
All animal studies utilized a murine model of established mesothelioma. Brieﬂy, 6e8 week old, female, athymic, nude (NU/J)
mice from Jackson Laboratory were housed under sterile conditions. Animal care and procedures were conducted with Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approval, in strict
compliance with all federal and institutional guidelines for the care
and use of laboratory animals (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA). Mice received an intraperitoneal (IP) injection of 5  106
MSTO-211H or MSTO-211H-Luc cells yielding established tumors
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within 7e10 days of xenografting.
2.7. In vivo localization of eNPs to tumors
Seven days after xenografting, animals received an intraperitoneal injection of 250 mg/kg PF-eNPs diluted to 300 mL with saline.
At 1, 4, 24, 72 h, or 14 days following PF-eNP injection, mice
received an IP injection of 2.25 mg ﬁreﬂy luciferin prior to bioluminescent imaging with a Xenogen IVIS-50 bioluminescence
camera using a 10 s exposure time. Animals were then sacriﬁced
and high-resolution digital photographs were taken of the intraperitoneal space using a Canon PowerShot A640 camera under
ambient and ultraviolet (254 nm) light from a Wood's lamp. These
studies were repeated with Rho-eNPs, Rho-neNPs and Rho-PLGANPs and localization evaluated at the 24 h time point.
2.8. Paclitaxel tissue concentration
Two weeks following xenografting, animals received IP injections of PTX-eNPs, PTX alone, or PTX-PLGA-NPs (equivalent PTX
dose of 10 mg/kg for all treatments). In the ﬁrst study, animals were
sacriﬁced three days following injection of the respective drug
treatment and all visible tumor was harvested in a blinded fashion.
In the second study, samples were collected at different time points
following IP injection. Blood samples were collected from the tail
vein in live animals under Isoﬂurane anesthesia. After euthanasia,
1 mL of cold PBS (Ca2þ and Mg2þ free) was used to lavage the
peritoneal cavity and subsequently all visible tumor was harvested
in a blinded fashion.
PTX tissue concentrations were measured by Apredica Inc
(Watertown, MA) and Bioanalytical Systems Inc. (West Lafayette,
IN) using LC-MS. Brieﬂy, PTX was extracted from the tissue using an
acetonitrile incubation for 30 min followed by centrifugation for
5 min at 14 k RPM to remove precipitate. Supernatant was analyzed
by LC-MS using an Agilent 6410 mass spectrometer coupled with an
Agilent 1200 HPLC and a CTC PAL chilled autosampler, all controlled
by MassHunter software. After separation on a C18 reverse phase
HPLC column, peaks were analyzed by mass spectrometry (MS)
using ESI ionization in MRM mode. The limit of detection was
13.5 ng/g tissue.
2.9. Multiple-dose models treating established disease
One week following xenografting, tumor burden was conﬁrmed
via bioluminescent imaging prior to IP injection of various PTX
formulations or controls. In the ﬁrst four-dose study, animals
received four weekly treatments of PTX-eNPs, PTX-PLGA-NPs, PTX
or their respective controls of eNPs, PLGA-NPs, or saline. All PTX
treatments were given IP at 10 mg/kg/wk (~250 mg PTX/injection)
totaling 1 mg over four weeks. Long-term survival was assessed
with daily follow-up and individual sacriﬁce upon evidence of
morbid disease progression. In the follow-up high-dose study, animals received four weekly injections of PTX-eNPs, eNPs, or PTX but
with a dose of 20 mg/kg/wk totaling 2 mg over four weeks. Lastly, in
the eight-dose study, animals received eight weekly injections of
the original low dose (10 mg/kg/wk) PTX-eNPs, eNPs, or PTX regimens totaling 2 mg over eight weeks. All injections were in a 300 mL
volume.
2.10. Statistical analysis
Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation unless speciﬁed in the text. Overall survivals were described by the KaplanMeier method and compared via log-rank test. All computations
were done in SAS v9.2 for Unix or Prism 5.0 software. All
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signiﬁcance tests and quoted P-values are two-sided with P < 0.05
being signiﬁcant.

quite rapidly.
3.2. Rate of eNP uptake in malignant vs healthy cells

3. Results
Expansile nanoparticles (eNPs), PTX-eNPs, Rho-eNPs, PF-eNPs,
and non-swelling NP formulations (PLGA-NPs, PTX-PLGA-NPs,
Rho-PLGA-NPs; “non-expansile nanoparticles” [49]dneNPs and
Rho-neNPs) were prepared as outlined above and analyzed for
quality control measures. eNPs, neNPs and PLGA-NPs consist of two
populations with the majority of particles in the 20e50 nm range
and a smaller subset of 100e300 nm particles (SI Fig. 1). eNPs have
previously been shown to expand at a mildly acidic pH (~5), as
found within the cellular endosome, and to release PTX in a pH and
time-dependent manner with negligible release of PTX over 24 h at
pH 7.4 and signiﬁcant, triggered-release of >80% within 24 h at pH 5
[30,44,46,47]. In contrast, PTX-neNPs and PTX-PLGA-NPs exhibit
rapid burst release of PTX (>60% in the ﬁrst 6e12 h) regardless of
the pH of the surrounding environment or the proximity of the
particle to the tumor [50]. The encapsulation efﬁciency of PTX in
NPs loaded with 5% PTX by weight, as determined by HPLC, was in
agreement with previous studies at  80% for all particle formulations. Non-encapsulated PTX was administered (in vitro and
in vivo) as a solution of PTX in 50/50 Cremophor EL/ethanol (i.e.,
equivalent to the clinical formulation of Taxol®).
3.1. Demystifying the paradox of PTX-eNP cytotoxicity in vitro
MSTO-211H human mesothelioma tumor cells were exposed
in vitro to PTX-eNPs, unloaded-eNPs (vehicle control), or an
equivalent dose of PTX alone for 4 h to simulate the in vivo scenario
of fast clearance and short effective drug exposure time. Cells were
then washed and cultured for three days before assessing cell
viability in a standard MTS assay. In this short-duration exposure,
PTX-eNPs were signiﬁcantly more cytotoxic to MSTO-211H tumors
cells than PTX (Fig. 1, solid curves. IC50 ¼ 44.6 ng/mL vs 1009 ng/mL,
respectively; P < 0.01). In comparison to the standard in vitro
cytotoxicity testing of continuous PTX exposure for 72 h (Fig. 1,
dashed curves), short-duration treatment with only a 4 h exposure
to PTX was signiﬁcantly less effective resulting in a 153-fold increase in IC50 (i.e., decrease in potency). In contrast, the IC50 of PTXeNPs was quite similar between the 4 and 72 h treatments with a
shift of only 1.15-fold (44.6 ng/mL to 38.7 ng/mL, respectively),
suggesting that PTX-eNP reaches cytotoxic levels within tumor cells

Fig. 1. Cytotoxicity of PTX-eNPs against human malignant mesothelioma cells using
both short (4 h; solid lines) and long/continuous (72 h; dashed lines) duration exposure to treatments. MSTO-211H tumor cells were treated with PTX-eNPs or equivalent
concentrations of PTX for the designated exposure time before cell viability was
assessed via MTS assay. PTX-eNPs were signiﬁcantly more potent after a 4 h exposure
than PTX (IC50 ¼ 44.6 ng/mL vs 1009 ng/mL, respectively). Unloaded-eNPs are not
cytotoxic at any concentrations tested. Data are shown as mean ± SD (n  3).

To quantify the rate of eNP cellular uptake, Rhodamine-labeled
eNPs (Rho-eNPs) were cultured with MSTO-211H or a nonmalignant human mesothelial line LP-3 for 0 (control), 2 or 8 h
followed by washing and ﬂow cytometric analysis. The malignant
cells exhibited rapid uptake of Rho-eNPs with >98% of cells
showing Rho-eNPs internalization within 2 h (Fig. 2). Interestingly,
LP-3 uptake of Rho-eNPs was an order of magnitude slower with
only 2% of cells showing internalization after 2 h and only 28% at
8 h. Pharmacologic inhibitors were used to selectively shut down
endocytotic pathways (SI Fig. 2); the results showed that macropinocytosis is the primary route of eNP internalization into MSTO211H cells.
3.3. Kinetics of tumor-speciﬁc eNP accumulation
To visually track eNP distribution in vivo, ﬂuorescent Polyﬂuorlabeled eNPs (PF-eNPs) were injected IP into mice bearing intraperitoneal xenografts established 7 days prior. At predetermined
time points, tumor location was identiﬁed by bioluminescent imaging followed by euthanasia and necropsy. Gross abdominal examination under visible light conﬁrmed tumor location and
imaging with a UV-lamp identiﬁed the location of PF-eNPs. The
location of the bioluminescent signal matched areas of visible tumor, and a strong co-localization between PF-eNPs and both large
and small tumor nodules was noted as early as 1e4 h after PF-eNP
injection (Fig. 3). Interestingly, co-localization persisted for 14 days.
Of note, the organs of the reticuloendothelial system (e.g., liver,
spleen, kidneys) showed no overt sign of PF-eNP accumulation, as

Fig. 2. Kinetics of cellular uptake of eNPs in malignant and non-malignant mesothelial
cell lines. Cells were treated with Rho-eNPs for 0 (control), 2 or 8 h before washing and
ﬂow cytometric analysis. (A) Rho-eNP signal in human-derived MSTO-211H mesothelioma tumor cells increases rapidly (>98% cells compared to control) within 2 h of
incubation (pink). (B) Rho-eNP uptake is slower (2% at 2 h (pink), 28% at 8 h (green)) in
non-malignant human mesothelial LP-3 cells. Data are shown as mean ± SD (n  3).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Kinetics of PF-eNP localization to intraperitoneal mesothelioma tumors in vivo. The PF-eNPs emit bright white-blue light under UV-excitation. (A) Co-localization of PF-eNPs
and tumors (white circles) in individual animals begins within 1e4 h after intraperitoneal PF-eNP injection and becomes more intense over several days. (B) Live bioluminescent
(left), post-mortem ambient light (middle), and ambient/UV light combination (right) demonstrate co-localization of tumor burden (green circles) and PF-eNPs (yellow circles).
Images are representative of three animals at each time point. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

has been described with other NP formulations [51,52]. This study
was repeated with rhodamine-labeled eNPs, neNPs and PLGA-NPs
(SI Fig. 3), revealing less tumoral accumulation of PLGA-NPs and a
greater degree of non-speciﬁc tumor-accumulation for neNPs at the
24 h time point.
3.4. Intracellular accumulation of eNPs in autophagosomes
Cellular retention and autophagosomal accumulation of eNPs
was measured by tracking the LC3-II proteinda marker for autophagosomes [53]. MSTO-211H cells treated with eNPs for 24 h
exhibited a dose-dependent increase in LC3-II as quantiﬁed by
Western Blot (SI Fig. 4A), with a dose of 100 mg/mL eNPs resulting in
a greater than 6-fold increase in LC3-II compared to the untreated
control. Treatment with neNPs or PLGA-NPs at equivalent concentrations demonstrated that PLGA-NPs do not increase LC3-II
content while neNPs have a similar effect as eNPs (Fig. 4A).
To visually track the distribution of LC3-II, this experiment was
repeated and the cells were ﬁxed and stained for LC3-II. LC3-II was
observed as bright, punctate dots co-localized with the Rho-eNP
signal (SI Fig. 5B) and therefore, we conﬁrmed that this colocalization was not due to non-speciﬁc binding between the secondary LC3-II antibody and Rho-eNPs. The distribution of LC3-II
was similar to that of the positive autophagosome controldchloroquine (SI Fig. 5A), which prevents lysosomal and autophagosomal acidiﬁcation thereby inhibiting autophagic ﬂux and
leading to accumulation of autophagosomes. The negative controldmedia alone (SI Fig. 5C)dexhibited less intense and nonspeciﬁc background signal.
To investigate whether particle treatments inhibit autophagic
degradation and ﬂux, we assessed expression of p62, a protein
normally degraded during autophagy when autophagosomes
merge with acidic lysosomes. No differences in protein levels were
observed between any particle treatment and control (SI Fig. 4B). As
an alternative strategy for investigating autophagic ﬂux, we
repeated the LC3-II quantiﬁcation study but co-treated the cells

with the V-ATPase inhibitor baﬁlomycin, which inhibits lysosome
acidiﬁcation and thereby prevents autophagic degradation. The
results are shown in SI Fig. 4Cdthese studies were run on the same
gel as the data in Fig. 4A and the data in Fig. 4A are presented again
in SI Fig. 4C for ease of comparison. Comparison of the LC3-II values
between cells treated with (þ) baﬁlomycin and cells without ()
baﬁlomycin reveals a signiﬁcant effect in PLGA-NP-treated and
neNP-treated cells. Speciﬁcally, the ratio of LC3-II in control vs.
PLGA-NP-treated cells in the () baﬁlomycin group was 1:1.5 and
this increased to 1:2.4 in the (þ) baﬁlomycin group. The same trend
was observed for neNPs with the ratio of LC3-II in control vs. neNPtreated cells increasing from 1:5.1 in the () baﬁlomycin group to
1:8.9 in the (þ) baﬁlomycin group. In contrast, baﬁlomycin treatment did not further increase the control to eNP-treatment ratio
(i.e.: control vs. eNP-treated cells () baﬁlomycin ¼ 1:6.9 while
control vs. eNP-treated cells (þ) baﬁlomycin ¼ 1:2.2).
3.5. Quantiﬁcation of intratumoral paclitaxel concentrations in vivo
In order to assess the tumor-speciﬁc accumulation and retention
of PTX administered via eNPs compared to non-responsive NP or
drug alone treatments, a single IP injection of PTX-eNPs, PTX-PLGANPs or PTX alone (10 mg/kg PTX for all treatment groups) was given
to animals bearing intraperitoneal tumors previously established 2
weeks prior to treatment. Tumors were harvested three days after
treatment in a blinded fashion and weighed, with PTX quantiﬁed by
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS). As expected,
the average tumor weights for all three groups were not statistically
different given the short duration of PTX exposure (518 ± 261 mg,
588 ± 165 mg, and 488 ± 163 mg for PTX-eNP, PTX-PLGA-NP, and
PTX, respectively, P > 0.05). However, the tumor concentration of
PTX was signiﬁcantly higher in PTX-eNP treated mice than in either
PTX-PLGA-NP or PTX treated mice (116.0 ± 66.9 mg/g vs.
25.4 ± 28.2 mg/g and 0.37 ± 0.27 mg/g, both P < 0.05; Fig. 5A). There
was no statistical difference in PTX concentration between the PTXPLGA-NP and PTX treated tumors. The % of the total injected dose of
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Fig. 4. Quantiﬁcation of LC3-II protein levels in eNP-treated cells by Western Blot. (A) Treatment of MSTO-211H tumor cells with PLGA-NPs does not signiﬁcantly increase LC3-II
levels compared to control. Treatment with eNPs and neNPs at 100 mg/mL signiﬁcantly increases LC3-II levels, indicating the increased accumulation of autophagosomes. Results are
normalized to the GAPDH protein level for each lane. Data are shown as mean ± SD (N ¼ 5; * ¼ P < 0.05). (B) Proposed mechanism by which eNPs (black ﬁlled circles) disrupt
intracellular trafﬁcking and lead to autophagosomal accumulation.

Fig. 5. Paclitaxel concentrations in established tumor tissues, peritoneal lavage, and plasma after single bolus treatment injection given 14 days after inoculation with MSTO-211H
tumor cells in NU/J mice. PTX-eNPs, PTX-PLGA-NPs or PTX (all at 10 mg/kg PTX dose) were injected intraperitoneally and tissues subsequently harvested for assessment of PTX
levels. (A) PTX concentration in tumor tissues at 3 days (n  9). Columns represent tissue concentrations. Dots and bars represent percentage of injected dose in tumor tissues. (B, C,
D) PTX concentrations in tumor, peritoneal lavage, and plasma as a function of time (n  3 per time point). Data are shown as mean ± SD (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.001) Note: Tumor
concentration data for PTX-eNPs in panel A was previously reported in Ref. [45] and is used for comparison. No other data from panels A, B, C, or D has been published.

PTX remaining in the tumor tissue three days after treatment followed a similar trend with 20 ± 6% for PTX-eNPs vs. 6 ± 7% for PTXPLGA-eNPs and 0.1 ± 0.1% for PTX.

In a second study, PTX concentration within the tumor, peritoneal ﬂuid, and plasma was determined over a 7-day time-course for
animals receiving PTX-eNPs or PTX (10 mg/kg PTX for both
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treatment groups). PTX concentrations within the tumor were
signiﬁcantly higher (4- to over 100-fold) in PTX-eNP treated animals compared to standard PTX treated animals at all time points
from 1 h to 7 days (P < 0.001, Fig. 5B) consistent with relatively
rapid biologic clearance of PTX alone and signiﬁcant intratumoral
retention of PTX-eNPs. PTX concentrations in the intraperitoneal
lavage were also an order of magnitude higher in PTX-eNP vs PTX
treated mice 1, 3, and 7 days after treatment; however, there were
no signiﬁcant differences at 1 h or 4 h after injection prior to
clearance of PTX alone (Fig. 5C). Despite lower tumor PTX concentrations in mice treated with PTX alone, the plasma concentrations of PTX were signiﬁcantly higher compared to PTX-eNP
treatment at 1 h and 4 h reﬂecting both its immediate and shortlived (i.e., bolus) bioavailability (Fig. 5D).
3.6. Impact of multi-dose PTX-eNP on survival in setting of
established mesothelioma in vivo
Mice with established intraperitoneal mesothelioma xenografts
were treated with four weekly doses of PTX (10 mg/kg/dose)
formulated as: PTX-eNPs (experimental), PTX-PLGA-NPs (generic
NP control), PTX (clinical formulation control) as well as the
respective unloaded particle or vehicle controls (i.e., eNPs, PLGANPs), or saline (tumor growth control). All PTX treatments,
regardless of formulation, improved survival compared to the saline control group (median survival 38 days; P < 0.05; Fig. 6A). PTXeNP treatments resulted in the longest overall survival with a
median survival of 74 days compared to either PTX-PLGA-NPs or
PTX (43 days and 46 days, respectively, P < 0.005). PTX-PLGA-NP
treatments showed no signiﬁcant difference in survival compared
to the same dose of PTX (P ¼ 0.1459), which is consistent with the
“burst” release kinetics of these particles. The unloaded-eNPs and
unloaded-PLGA-NP groups had a median survival of only 37 days
and 30 days, similar to the saline control group.
To understand the impact of PTX dose, this study was repeated
with PTX treatments of 20 mg/kg given on the same weekly fourdose schedule as the 10 mg/kg dose above. Since treatment with
PTX-PLGA-NPs showed no improvement compared to PTX in the
previous study, it was not included as a treatment group in this
experiment. Despite receiving twice the total dose of PTX (20 mg/
kg  4 wks), median survival in both the PTX-eNP and PTX treated
animals was slightly shorter than the previous experiment at 64
days and 36 days, respectively (Fig. 6B). This suggested that treatment failure did not result from a deﬁcit in the local concentrations
of PTX, but ultimately from failure to maintain local concentrations
over a long enough period of time.
Therefore, for the third experiment, mice with established
intraperitoneal mesothelioma were treated with the standard PTX
dose of 10 mg/kg given on a weekly-dosing schedule but for twice
as longda total of eight weeks. This resulted in the same weekly
dose (10 mg/kg) as the initial experiment but the same total dose
(80 mg/kg) as the second experiment. Doubling the number of
treatments resulted in a signiﬁcantly increased median overall
survival of 103 days for the PTX-eNP group vs essentially unchanged survival in the PTX group at 49 days (P < 0.01) (Fig. 6C). To
assess biocompatibility and preliminary in vivo toxicity of the PTXeNPs, abdominal tissues were harvested and prepared for histological examination. The eNPs were concentrated within tumor
tissues located throughout the peritoneum. The eNPs were also
seen within macrophages, and noted on or around the outside of
the liver capsule, spleen, and kidney, but eNPs were not present
within the parenchyma of these organs. Pathological evidence of
tissue damage was sought but not found in the liver, spleen or
kidneys from mice that received eight weekly-doses of PTX-eNPs
(SI Fig. 6).
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4. Discussion
Despite the advantages of direct tumor exposure, higher prolonged intratumoral drug concentrations, and reduced systemic
side effects, intraperitoneal administration of standard chemotherapeutics has resulted in only limited improvements to survival,
presumably due to the fact that the overall pharmacokinetic proﬁle
of IP drug delivery remains relatively poor [6,7,54]. Speciﬁcally,
>95% of PTX is cleared from the peritoneal cavity within 24 h [55].
Such a short tumor-exposure time is particularly challenging for
mitotic inhibitors, such as PTX, because they must be present in
cytotoxic concentrations over multiple cell cycles (i.e., days) to
achieve optimal efﬁcacy. Additional factors limiting the effectiveness of PTX include the toxicity of the Cremophor EL excipient used
to solubilize PTX and its small volume of biodistribution, which
indicates that Cremophor EL is not readily taken up into tissues
[55]. Hence, intracellular tissue concentrations of PTX may be
limited by the very excipient used to solubilize it for administration.
Several studies have examined new carrier solutions as methods
for increasing intraperitoneal dwell times of PTX. Mohamed et al.
compared IP administration of PTX in a 1.5% dextrose peritoneal
dialysis solution and in a high MW 6% hydroxyethyl hetastarch
solution [54]. While the hetastarch formulation maintained higher
intraperitoneal PTX concentrations 12 h after injection, no signiﬁcant difference was measured at the 24 h time point. Tsai et al.
compared intraperitoneal dwell times of PTX administered in one
of three formulations: Cremophor EL, gelatin nanoparticles, or
PLGA-microparticles [55]. The gelatin and Cremophor EL formulations resulted in rapid clearance of PTX from the peritoneal space
(<1% of the injected dose remaining 24 h post injection) while
PLGA-microparticles prolonged the intraperitoneal PTX dwell time.
Nevertheless, even the PLGA-microparticle formulation failed to
achieve signiﬁcant long-term advantages with <2.5% of the injected
dose remaining after 72 h.
To overcome the challenges of short intraperitoneal dwell times
and low intratumoral accumulation we are investigating a unique
NP delivery system. Expansile nanoparticles (eNPs) are synthesized
from a hydrophobic pH-responsive polymer that enables encapsulation of hydrophobic payloads [30,45,46]. Upon exposure to the
mildly acidic tumor microenvironment (pH ~6.5) or the more acidic
endosomal/lysosomal compartments within tumor cells (pH ~5),
eNPs undergo a compositional change that results in particle
swelling and drug release; swollen eNPs are relatively hydrophobic
and act as intracellular drug “depots” which leads to sustained
delivery of PTX over even longer periods of time [44e47].
In the current manuscript, we ﬁrst addressed the paradoxical
results of our previous studies that demonstrated PTX-eNPs were
less effective than PTX in the standard in vitro assays and yet more
effective in vivo against human mesothelioma. It is well-established
that traditional in vitro assays often fail to accurately model complex in vivo factors such as drug degradation, clearance, and biodistribution. Furthermore, traditional in vitro assays evaluate cell
viability after days of drug exposure therein masking timedependent effects, such as rapid clearance of cell-cycle speciﬁc
drugs (e.g., PTX). In a series of studies examining the immediate
and delayed cytotoxic effects of PTX, Au et al. demonstrated the
importance of PTX exposure duration to its effectiveness in vitro
[56]. Not surprisingly, exposure of several different cancer cell lines
to PTX for only a short 3 h duration was signiﬁcantly less efﬁcacious
than exposure for the entire 4 day assay, resulting in a 10- to 40-fold
increase in the IC50 with shorter exposure times [56].
To explore the paradox of why PTX-eNPs were less effective than
PTX in vitro and yet more effective in vivo, we designed a similar
in vitro assay to account for the short duration of tumor exposure of
PTX that occurs in vivo. Cells were treated for 4 h with either PTX-
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Fig. 6. Impact of multi-dose PTX-eNP regimen on animal survival in a murine model of established intraperitoneal mesothelioma. (A) Four weekly IP doses of PTX-eNPs nearly
doubles overall survival. Weekly intraperitoneal treatments (arrows) were initiated 7 days after 5 million MSTO-211H/luc cells were injected. Animals received 10 mg/kg/dose PTX
in PTX-eNPs, PTX-PLGA-NPs, or PTX, or a matched control treatment of unloaded-eNPs, unloaded-PLGA-NPs, or saline (*P < 0.05). (B) Impact of doubling PTX dose on overall
survival. Animals received 4 doses of 20 mg/kg PTX as PTX-eNPs or PTX, or unloaded-eNPs (*P < 0.05). (C) Impact of doubling the number of doses of PTX on overall survival.
Animals received eight-doses of 10 mg/kg PTX in PTX-eNPs or PTX, or an unloaded-eNP control (*P < 0.01).

eNPs, PTX, or unloaded-eNPs, before being washed and cultured for
a total of 72 h vs. being treated continuously for 72 h (control)
before being assessed for viability. As expected, three days of
continuous treatment resulted in the greatest potency and the
lowest IC50 for PTX (6.6 ng/mL). In comparison, short-duration PTX
treatment was signiﬁcantly less effective with a 153-fold increase in
IC50 to 1009 ng/mL, akin to the poor clinical efﬁcacy seen with PTX
therapy. Interestingly, PTX-eNP tumor cytotoxicity was equivalent
for either a 4 h or 72 h exposure, with a shift in IC50 of only 1.15-fold
(44.6 ng/mL to 38.7 ng/mL, respectively, in Fig. 1). Of signiﬁcant
interest was the fact that PTX-eNPs performed signiﬁcantly better
(23-fold lower IC50) than PTX in the short-duration assays. These

in vitro data following short-term PTX exposure concur with our
current in vivo data described below, in which PTX alone is shown
to be cleared rapidly in vivo. Furthermore, the implications from
this result are two-fold: 1) short drug exposure time is one of the
reasons that PTX-eNPs are more effective than PTX in vivo; and, 2)
enough PTX enters cells within 4 h via PTX-eNPs to achieve the
equivalent cytotoxicity of a 3 day PTX-eNP exposure.
We hypothesized that the similar in vitro efﬁcacy of PTX-eNPs
after 4 h or 72 h was indicative of rapid cellular internalization of
eNPs, which enabled the maximum therapeutic effect to manifest
despite a shorter drug-exposure time. Flow cytometric analysis of
the rate of eNP uptake in malignant MSTO-211H cells revealed that
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>98% of tumor cells internalized eNPs after only 2 h of coincubation, thus conﬁrming that rapid uptake is one of the factors
contributing to the superior PTX-eNP anti-tumor efﬁcacy noted in
short-duration studies (Fig. 2A). In contrast, eNP uptake in a nonmalignant human mesothelial cell line (LP-3) was an order of
magnitude slower with only 2% of cells showing uptake at 2 h
(Fig. 2B). This disparity in rates of particle internalization is
consistent with the well-documented dysfunction of endosomal
processes in malignant cells that leads to increased rates of endocytosis [57]. Pharmacologic inhibitors were used to identify the
endocytotic pathway of eNP uptake which was demonstrated to be
the non-speciﬁc, receptor-independent pathway known as macropinocytosis is the primary route (SI Fig. 2). These results are in
agreement with a previous study evaluating eNP uptake in malignant MSTO-211H spheroids [58].
The differential rates of eNP uptake in malignant and healthy
cells also have implications for in vivo tumor localization. Based
upon the in vitro results presented above, we suspected that eNPs
would localize speciﬁcally to tumors in vivodan observation that
was previously noted, but unexplained [30]. The localization
studies of ﬂuorescently labeled PF-eNPs into mice bearing established intraperitoneal mesothelioma clearly demonstrated that
eNPs rapidly localize to tumors within 1e4 h of eNP injection and
persist for at least two weeks (Fig. 3). Importantly, no overt particle
accumulation was observed in the reticuloendothelial system (e.g.,
liver, spleen, kidneys). Although other polymer-based nanoparticle
delivery systems have shown a degree of tumor-speciﬁcity when
administered IP, differences in polymer type (eNP v. PLGA), particle
size (20e200 nm v. 4e30 mm), biologic trigger of structural changes
with eNP, surface charge (46 mV v. unreported, but likely ~0 mV
due to polyvinyl alcohol surfactant), and pathophysiology (mesothelioma v. ovarian and pancreatic cancer) make comparisons to
the current study challenging [30,59]. We repeated these studies
using rhodamine-labeled eNP, neNP and PLGA-NP formulations
with similar sizes (primarily 20e50 nm; SI Fig. 1) in order to provide a more robust basis for comparison. The PLGA-NPs serve as a
“generic” non-responsive control while neNPs, which have a
similar polymer structure, serve as a non-swelling control [49]. The
results, which reveal less tumoral accumulation of PLGA-NPs or
neNPs, suggest that while tumor-speciﬁcity is not exclusively
unique to eNPs, eNPs do possess an advantage over other formulations (SI Fig. 3). However, due to their qualitative nature, these
results must be interpreted with caution. Future biodistribution
studies with radiolabeled particles will address this question in
more depth. Nevertheless, the current data provide compelling
evidence for the tumor-speciﬁc localization of eNPs without the
need for targeting agents or moieties, and highlights the rapid kinetics (1e4 h) and prolonged retention (14 days) of these unique
expansile nanoparticles within tumors. To our knowledge, this is
the ﬁrst study to report such prolonged retention of nanoparticles
in mesothelioma tumors.
Given that lysosomes fuse with late endosomes and autophagosomes to degrade their contents, we hypothesized that the
accumulation of eNPs within tumors may be indicative of eNP
interference with intracellular trafﬁcking (e.g., autophagy). Such a
blockade would lead to disruption of lysosome-mediated turnover
and endosomal/autophagic ﬂux and the inability to remove eNPs
following particle uptake as illustrated in Fig. 4B. One marker for
autophagy and endosomal turnover is the LC3-II (microtubule
associated protein 1A/1B light chain), which is formed following
phosphatidylethanolamine conjugation to cytosolic LC3-I and is
subsequently sequestered in the membranes of autophagosomes.
Thus, LC3-II distribution and accumulation serves as a surrogate
marker for autophagosome distribution and accumulation. To test
our hypothesis, we examined the cellular accumulation and
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distribution of LC3-II in MSTO-211H cells following treatment with
eNPs, neNPs and PLGA-NPs. Treatment with eNPs lead to a >4-fold
increase in LC3-II expression by Western Blot (Fig. 4A); confocal
microscopy revealed strong co-localization between ﬂuorescent
Rho-eNPs and LC3-II (SI Fig. 5). PLGA-NPs did not result in autophagosomal accumulation while the effect of neNPs was similar to
that of eNPs. This suggests that the material type, rather than
swelling functionality, is the primary factor modulating this
particle-cell interaction. We hypothesize that the biodegradability
of the polymer backbone (the PLGA backbone is composed of ester
linkages while eNP and neNP backbones are non-hydrolysable
hydrocarbon chains) may be a primary determining factor and
this will be investigated in future studies.
Having determined that treatment with eNPs induces autophagosomal accumulation, we next sought to understand if this
also leads to inhibition of autophagic degradation. We therefore
quantiﬁed p62 levels as an indicator of autophagic degradation/
ﬂux. However, none of the particle treatments altered p62
expression compared to the controls (SI Fig. 4B). Nevertheless,
because p62 expression can be transcriptionally regulated during
autophagy this may confound the interpretation of p62 levels as an
indicator of autophagic ﬂux [60]. We therefore employed a second,
standard strategy [61], co-treating the cells with particles and
baﬁlomycindbaﬁlomycin is a V-ATPase inhibitor and thereby
prevents acidiﬁcation of lysosomes and, subsequently, the merging
of lysosomes with autophagosomes resulting in the accumulation
of autophagosomes (i.e., inhibition of autophagic degradation and
ﬂux).
The results in SI Fig. 4C reveal a signiﬁcant effect in PLGA-NPtreated and neNP-treated cells as characterized by the increases
in the ratios of LC3-II in control vs. particle treated-cells treated
from () baﬁlomycin to (þ) baﬁlomycin treatments. This trend
suggests that PLGA-NPs and neNPs do not inhibit autophagic
degradation because co-treatment with baﬁlomycin leads to a
further increase in LC3-II (indicating an accumulation of autophagosomes mainly due to the latter inhibition of autophagic degradation by baﬁlomycin and not by PLGA-NPs/neNPs). Furthermore,
the data suggest that eNPs do inhibit autophagic degradation as the
treatment with baﬁlomycin (which would normally inhibit autophagic degradation causing an increase in LC3-II levels) did not
further increase LC3-II levels due to the prior and more signiﬁcant
block in autophagic degradation resulting from the eNP treatment.
These results suggest that the swelling functionality of the eNPs is a
critical component in disrupting autophagic ﬂux. Further investigation of the speciﬁc particle properties that impact autophagosomal accumulation and degradation/ﬂux will be the subject of
future work.
Nevertheless, the long-term accumulation of eNPs within tumors suggested that these particles may provide a means of
delivering high concentrations of PTX speciﬁcally to tumor tissues
over prolonged periods of time (e.g., at least a week) with a single
dose. To quantify this functionality, we assessed intratumoral PTX
concentrations at various time points following treatment with
10 mg/kg doses of PTX administered using eNPs, PLGA-NPs, or PTX
alone. In the ﬁrst study, PTX-eNPs afforded signiﬁcantly greater
(>100-fold) intratumoral drug concentrations at 3 days than PTX
and a nearly 5-fold higher intratumoral drug concentration
compared to PTX-PLGA-NPs. The second study assessed the kinetics
of PTX concentrations in the tumor, intraperitoneal space/peritoneal lavage, and plasma and demonstrated that tumoral concentrations of PTX were 10-fold (at 4 h) to over a 100-fold higher (at 7
days) when delivered as PTX-eNPs compared to standard PTX
(Fig. 5B). Interestingly, the initial bolus of PTX resulted in extremely
high concentrations of drug in the intraperitoneal lavage at 1 h and
4 h but this did not translate into higher intratumoral drug levels as
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compared to PTX-eNPs at these same two time points. These
ﬁndings demonstrate that maintenance of high intraperitoneal
drug levels is neither necessary, nor sufﬁcient, to achieving high
intratumoral drug levels (Fig. 5B,C). Also of note, the intraperitoneal
lavage levels for PTX declined by 3e4 orders of magnitude by 24 h
reﬂecting the rapid clearance of PTX from the peritoneal space.
These studies demonstrate that rapid PTX clearance known to
occur in vivo signiﬁcantly reduces the available drug within 24 h
after PTX injection. This ﬁnding is in marked contrast to the
persistence of signiﬁcantly higher intratumoral PTX levels present
even a week following PTX-eNP administration.
In comparison to other particle-based drug delivery systems
under development for the treatment of peritoneal cancers, PTXeNPs deliver signiﬁcantly more drug to the tumor than other particle formulations. For example, PLGA-microparticles were
designed to deliver PTX with a two-phase release proﬁle to afford
both high initial and prolonged cytotoxic concentrations [59].
Nevertheless, 3 days after an intraperitoneal injection of these PTXloaded PLGA-microparticles, PTX concentrations in the tumor were
only 13 mg/gdi.e., ~10-fold lower than those achieved with PTXeNPs in the current study. Importantly, these previously reported
levels are in general agreement with those observed in the current
study using PTX-PLGA-NPs (i.e., 25.4 ± 28.2 mg/g; Fig. 6A). The
consistency between these results indicates that fundamental
characteristics of the current eNP system (e.g., functionality of pH
responsive swelling, tumor localization and subsequent speciﬁc
drug release) are responsible for the improved, prolonged, tumorspeciﬁc delivery of PTX.
Given the higher and more prolonged intratumoral drug concentrations noted when PTX was delivered via PTX-eNPs compared
to PTX in Cremophor EL, we hypothesized that PTX-eNPs would
lead to improved efﬁcacy and thus prolong survival in a murine
model of human intraperitoneal mesothelioma. We have previously demonstrated that a single dose of PTX-eNPs was signiﬁcantly more effective than PTX in preventing the establishment of
peritoneal mesothelioma (i.e., tumor cells and treatment coinjected into the peritoneal cavity) but treatment at the time of
tumor injection is not clinically relevant [30]. In the current study,
we developed a more relevant and biologically challenging model
of established mesothelioma where tumors are allowed to grow for
7 days before treatment. Using this model, we performed three
survival studies whose outcomes demonstrate the importance of
both the formulation and treatment-schedule in maximizing PTX's
therapeutic effect.
In the ﬁrst study, we administered treatments once per week for
four weeks to mimic the clinical treatment of mesothelioma, which
employs multiple cycles of PTX to maximize its efﬁcacy [62].
However, our analysis demonstrated that tumoral PTX levels
decrease to negligible values in animals receiving weekly PTX alone
but remains high between doses in animals treated with PTX-eNPs
(Fig. 5B). This resulted in a signiﬁcantly longer median overall
survival following treatment with PTX-eNPs (72 days) vs. PTX and
PTX-PLGA-NPs (46 and 43 days, respectively; P < 0.05). Even more
impressive was that 33% of the PTX-eNP animals demonstrated a
complete response at 90 days (Fig. 6A). The success of PTX-eNPs
and failure of PTX-PLGA-NPs to improve survival compared to
PTX demonstrates the importance of material composition and
particle functionality in designing particle-based drug delivery
systems. Speciﬁcally, PTX-eNPs release PTX only once they are
localized to the tumor, thereby resulting in sustained, high, therapeutic intratumoral drug levels from one injection to the next. In
contrast, the rapid, un-triggered, and non-speciﬁc release of PTX
from PLGA-NPs that occurs within 12e24 h of administration is
likely a critical factor in their inability to improve overall survival in
the current study [38]. Not surprisingly, all PTX treatment groups

exhibited statistically signiﬁcant increases in survival compared to
the saline control (P < 0.05) reﬂecting the clinically observed result
that multiple cycles of intraperitoneal PTX assist in providing an
overall survival beneﬁt compared to treatment without intraperitoneal PTX [5].
In the second study, we explored whether the beneﬁt of multidose PTX-eNPs for overall survival could be ampliﬁed by increasing
the dose from 10 mg/kg/wk to 20 mg/kg/wkda dose still within a
clinically acceptable range. Both PTX-eNPs and PTX exhibited
negligible beneﬁt to overall survival indicating that dose was not
the treatment-limiting factor in the previous 10 mg/kg/wk study
(Fig. 6B). Furthermore, because increasing the dose is likely to lead
to an initial increase in PTX concentrations in the tumor, the lack of
improved survival suggests such initial increases have little effect
on tumor growth. This indicates that once a cytotoxic dose is
reached within the tumor that the limiting factor in improving
outcomes becomes the duration of exposure to drug as additional
tumor cells enter mitosis and become susceptible to PTX.
We therefore assessed the impact of a prolonged 8-week course
of PTX-eNP therapy using the original 10 mg/kg/wk dosing strategy.
The results support our hypothesis as median overall survival
increased from 64 to 103 days for PTX-eNPs (acute v. prolonged
dosing, respectively; Fig. 6C). Given the importance of both concentration and duration of exposure to the effectiveness of PTX
[63,64], the multiple order-of-magnitude increase in tumoral concentration maintained over a prolonged timeframe as described
above is certainly one of the reasons for the signiﬁcantly improved
overall survival with PTX-eNPs as compared to PTX. Interestingly,
all but one of the animals receiving PTX alone treatments died
before completing their 8-dose regimen, reﬂecting the lack of
improvement in overall survival despite a more chronic treatment
regimen. Thus, while increasing the duration of PTX exposure is
essential, it is not sufﬁcient to achieve increased survival unless
sufﬁcient concentration can also be maintained as occurs with PTXeNPs.
Interestingly, despite the similar duration from end-oftreatment to median survival of 46 vs. 47 days, animals in the
four-week group died primarily of bulky, established tumor while
those in the eight-week group died bearing small tumors and/or
large volume ascites. These differences in disease at the time of
death suggest that PTX-eNPs have shifted the pathological mechanisms resulting in animal mortality away from the traditionally
observed problem of locally recurrent bulky disease.
Importantly, taken on their own, the poor results from the PTX
treatments serve to further the clinical impression that mesothelioma tends to be PTX “resistant”. However, the results from the
PTX-eNP treatments reveal that this “resistance” is actually
dependent on the kinetics of intra-tumoral drug delivery. Due to
the improvement in pharmacokinetics and drug localization
inherent in the design of PTX-eNPs, multiple injections of responsive, controlled-release PTX-eNPs are effective in prolonging overall
survival in vivo by more than double (49 vs. 103 days), even in a
traditionally “paclitaxel-resistant” tumor model.
5. Conclusions
PTX has shown clinical success in the management of mesothelioma in a subset of patients; however, current methods (i.e.,
bolus delivery) and routes of systemic IV or intraperitoneal
administration are unable to take full advantage of PTX's therapeutic potential. In particular, maintenance of high tumor concentrations of PTX over a longer period of time is essential for
maximizing the ability to effectively control and treat peritoneal
mesothelioma. Broadly speaking, several of the unmet challenges
in intraperitoneal drug delivery include the need for: 1) increased
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drug retention times in the intraperitoneal cavity to allow exposure
of more mitotic tumor cells and greater penetration into tumors; 2)
enhanced tumor uptake of drug and higher intratumoral concentrations; and, 3) drug delivery systems that enhance tumor-speciﬁc
delivery and therein increase drug delivery into tumor cells. The
PTX-eNP system described in this manuscript meets each of these
criteria and, in so doing, is superior to PTX or PTX-PLGA-NPs in
treating established intraperitoneal mesothelioma. The superiority
of PTX-eNP treatment in animal survival vs. PTX alone is explained
by data demonstrating the rapid, selective accumulation of PTXeNP in intraperitoneal tumors, the retention of eNPs in tumors
via disruption of the autophagic pathway, and the delivery of
greater than 100 times PTX in the tumor for at least seven days
following injection. These results demonstrate the unique functional design of the eNP delivery system, and a fundamentally
different approach to intratumoral drug delivery that is a potentially viable adjunct to multimodality therapy in the treatment of
malignant peritoneal mesothelioma.
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